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Introduction 

Since the formation of MANWU in 1987, the union has grown 
into the largest private sector union in Namibia.  By 2014, it 
represented over 15 000 workers and has managed to attract 

young workers and women.  MANWU wants to recruit 
thousands more workers and is aware that the key to further 
growth is to build strong shop steward structures at all 
workplaces.  These are the building blocks of the union and 
therefore the most important structure.  This manual was 

developed with the aim of strengthening the capacity of the 
MANWU shop stewards across the country.  

MANWU is aware that workers are only able to improve their 
living and working conditions if they are well organised so that 

they can express their collective wishes through their trade 
union.  Collective bargaining is only meaningful if unions 
represent the majority of workers as this is the precondition for 
trade unions to be recognised as exclusive bargaining agents 

in Namibia. Collective bargaining is one of the most important 
functions of unions but not the only one.  Currently many 
workers are still exploited and their rights are not respected.  
We must put an end to such practices and shop stewards 
have to play a critical role in this regards.  

This shop steward manual is meant to contribute to building 
strong MANWU structures that can improve conditions of 
employment at all workplaces and can contribute to 
meaningful socio-economic change in our country. Section 1 

outlines the basic functions of a trade union, followed by 
section 2 which presents a short history of the NUNW and 
MANWU.  MANWU’s aims and objectives as well as its 
principles are presented in chapters 3 and 4 while chapter 5 
outlines the role and functions of shop stewards.  The next two 
chapters (6 and 7) present the basic workers rights and basic 
conditions of employment as entrenched in Namibia’s Labour 
Act while chapter 8 provides advice on how to handle 

disciplinary cases at work. Chapter 10 deals with negotiations 
and collective bargaining while the last chapter is meant to 
clarify the difference between a protected and unprotected 
strike. 
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We thank our sister union NUMSA, the National Union of 
Metalworkers in South Africa, for assisting us in preparing this 
manual.  They made materials available and gave us advice 

which we appreciate as a practical form of workers solidarity. We 
also thank Herbert Jauch for compiling this manual and 
Guillermo Delgado for doing the lay-out. 

This shop steward manual should be used alongside a 
copy of the Labour Act (2007) and a copy of the MANWU 

constitution. 

Chapter 1 What is a trade union? 
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Wikipedia (an Internet dictionary) defines trade unions (also 
known as labour unions) as “an organisation of workers who 
have united together to achieve common goals such as 
protecting the integrity of its trade, achieving higher pay, 
increasing the number of employees an employer hires, and 
better working conditions. The trade union, through its 
leadership, bargains with the employer on behalf of union 
members (rank and file members) and negotiates labour 
contracts (collective bargaining) with employers. The most 
common purpose of these associations or unions is 
“maintaining or improving the conditions of their employment. 
This may include the negotiation of wages, work rules, 
complaint procedures, rules governing hiring, firing and 
promotion of workers, benefits, workplace safety and policies. 

Unions may organise a particular section of skilled workers  

(craft unions), a cross-section of workers from various trades 
(general union), or attempt to organize all workers within a 
particular industry (industrial unions). The agreements 

negotiated by a union are binding on members and the 
employer and in some cases on non-members…” 

An organization by workers and for workers 

Unions are a form of self-organisation of workers to better 
protect their interests.  On their own, individual workers would 
be powerless when confronting employers and thus the basis 
for trade union strength is collective action.  Unions therefore 
represent workers as a group both at the workplace and 
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sometimes outside the workplace, for example when 
confronting government. 

The main functions of a trade union include the negotiation of 
wages and benefits; work rules; complaint procedures; rules 
for hiring and promotion of workers; benefits; workplace safety 
etc.  

The benefits for workers who join a trade union include:  

  
Better bargaining power to collectively improve conditions of 

employment 

  
Protection against discrimination.  Workers often 
experience discrimination, for example on the basis of age, 
gender, sexuality, religion, colour, race or politics. Although 
the Namibian Constitution prohibits any type of discrimination, 
this still happens in practice and collectively workers can end 
such discrimination through their union.  

Campaigns to address specific issues affecting workers such 
as national pension schemes, or living wages or decent 
housing for all, or the introduction of a Basic Income Grant 
(BIG).  Without strong trade unions, workers would have little 
chance to achieve this.   Unions play a big role in promoting 

workers’ interests in society and they can form alliances with 
other groups such as the youth or churches on issues of 
common interest.  

  

Other benefits that unions offer their members can include legal 
representation in disciplinary hearings or court cases as well as 
benefit schemes for members such as death benefits, loans, etc.  

The legal basis for trade unions in Namibia 

Article 21 (1) (e) of the Namibian Constitution states that: 
“All persons shall have the right to: 
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Freedom of association, which shall include freedom to 
form and join associations or unions, including trade 
unions and political parties”.  Furthermore, Article 95 (c) of 
the Constitution states that the State shall promote and 
maintain the welfare of the people through policies aimed 
at “active encouragement of the formation of independent 
trade unions to protect workers’ rights and interests, and to 
promote sound labour relations and fair employment 
practices”.  

In addition,  section 57 of the Labour Act (No 11 of 2007)   
makes provision for the registration of trade unions subject to  
certain conditions.  No employer has the right to prevent any  
workers from joining a trade union.  It is a fundamental workers’  
right which nobody can take away. 
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CHAPTER 2 A brief history of 

MANWU and the NUNW 

 

The NUNW’s history is closely linked to that of SWAPO as a 
result of the particular history of Namibia’s liberation struggle. 
Namibian contract workers formed a central component of 
SWAPO in the party’s formative years. The plight of contract 

workers – mostly from northern Namibia – was first taken up 
by the Ovamboland People’s Congress (OPC) which was 
founded in Cape Town in 1957 mainly by students and 
intellectuals. Workers in the Namibian compounds responded 

enthusiastically to the OPC, which expressed their aspirations. 
In 1958 the OPC became the Ovamboland People’s 
Organisation (OPO), its central aim being to abolish the 
contract labour system. The OPO’s political demands for 

‘political, social and economic emancipation of the people’ 
reflected the needs of the workers in the compounds. Its 
message was also spread to the rural areas through returning 
migrant workers. In 1960 the OPO was transformed into a 

national liberation movement – SWAPO. Its aim was to 
establish a unified, independent and democratic Namibia, free 
from colonial exploitation and oppression.  

Following SWAPO’s consultative congress in Tanga, 

Tanzania, in 1969/70, several new departments were 
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established within the party, including a Labour Department. 
Although the congress documents did not mention the 
formation of trade unions, a decision to establish the NUNW in 
exile was taken on 24 April 1970. However, it was impossible 

to build a labour movement in exile because the most 
important trade union work has to be done in the workplace. 
The work in exile therefore focused on training trade unionists 
under the name of the NUNW.  

In 1979 the NUNW set up its headquarters in Luanda, Angola, 

under the leadership of Ya Otto who served as SWAPO 
secretary of labour and NUNW secretary-general at the same 
time. Ya Otto prepared a constitution for the NUNW for 
adoption by SWAPO’s National Executive Committee (NEC), 

but it was never approved.  

Most of Namibia’s trade unions have been established inside 
the country since the mid-1980s. Although there were several 
earlier attempts to form unions, all were suppressed time and 
again by the colonial regime. These earlier efforts, however, 
laid the foundation for the later emergence of the NUNW and 
its affiliates. During the 1980s, community activists started 
organising at the grassroots level. Community organisations 
emerged in response to the crises in housing, employment, 
health, education and social welfare. Workers began to take 
their workplace problems (e.g. unfair dismissals and low 
wages) to social workers at the Roman Catholic Church and 
Council of Churches in Namibia (CCN). The church workers 
contacted South African church and trade union activists for 
advice. In early 1985 they assembled a group of workers for a 
workshop at the Catholic Church in Soweto, Katutura. Almost 
100 people attended and formed the Workers Action 
Committee (WAC). 

At the same time, South Africa’s National Union of 
Mineworkers (NUM) began to organise workers at the mines of 
Namibia’s Consolidated Diamond Mines (CDM) and Rössing 
Uranium Ltd in Oranjemund and Arandis respectively. These 
workers linked up with the Workers Action Committee and by 
April 1986 had formed the Rössing Mineworkers Union, which 
later became the Mineworkers Union of Namibia (MUN). 

Another factor that contributed to the emergence of trade 
unions was the release of Namibian political prisoners from 
1984 onwards. Some returned to Windhoek and resumed 
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their work for the SWAPO structures. A decision was taken 
to reactivate the NUNW inside Namibia, and by April 1986 a 
Workers Steering Committee had been formed. This body 
incorporated the Workers Action Committee and all other 

groups attempting to organise workers around the country.  

A group of field workers began organising different 
workplaces and the steering committee oversaw the 
establishment of trade unions under the umbrella of the 
NUNW. In September 1986 the NUNW’s first industrial union 

was launched, namely the Namibia Food and Allied Workers 
Union (NAFAU) led by John Pandeni, one of the former 
Robben Island prisoners (Bauer 1997: 70). Shortly thereafter 
the Mineworkers Union of Namibia (MUN) was launched, led 

by another former Robben Island prisoner, Ben Ulenga. In 
1987 the Metal and Allied Namibian Workers Union 
(MANWU), led by Barnabas Tjizu, and the Namibia Public 
Workers Union (NAPWU), led by Petrus Iilonga, were 

launched. The Namibia Transport and Allied Workers Union 
(NATAU) was launched in June 1988, followed by the 
Namibia National Teachers Union (NANTU) in March 1989, 
the Namibia Domestic and  

Allied Workers Union (NDAWU) in April 1990, and the Namibia  

Farmworkers Union (NAFWU) in May 1994. A few years later 
(in 1999), the Namibia Financial Institution (NAFINU) was 
formed. These unions are the affiliates of the NUNW today. 
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In the international arena, MANWU is affiliated to two global 
union federations, namely the Building and Woodworkers 
International (BWI) and Union Network International (UNI).  
They support several of the MANWU projects as does the 

Trade Union Solidarity Centre of Finland (SASK). 

References (for those interested in further reading) 
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Africa Institute. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MANWU’s aims and objectives 

and its structures  

MANWU’s Constitution mentions the following aims and 
objectives: 

a) To organise and unite all workers employed in various job 
categories in the Metal and Allied Industries (MANWU). 

b) To strive for the betterment of economic and social 
welfare of all Namibian workers as well as for social and 
economic justice in general by: 

(i) Regulating relations, negotiate and settle disputes between 
members of MANWU and their employers. 

(ii) Striving for the improvement of working and living conditions 
of members of MANWU. 

(iii) Striving for fair and adequate wages and salaries for 
members of MANWU. 

(iv) Promoting education, labour safety, culture, sport and 

recreation of members of MANWU. 

c) To co-operate with and assist other trade unions and 
industrial organisations in general and if deemed desirable, 
to affiliate to labour federations. This shall be done in the 
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interest of the working class movement and to bring about 
change in the socio-economic situation in Namibia. 

d) To provide and promote projects, training courses and 
seminars for members and officials. 

e) To provide advice and obtain legal assistance where 
considered necessary to members of the union in matters 
affecting their employment environment and social security in 
general. 

f) To provide legal assistance to union officials on matters 
relating to their duties 

g) To encourage and promote a spirit of unity, solidarity 
among all workers, based on the motto of MANWU and on 
the philosophy of the indivisibility of the workers movement. 

h) To oppose any discrimination in employment and to 
fight for the right of all workers to freely chose employment 
and to be paid a living wage. 

i) To promote, oppose or support any action as might be in the 
interest of workers in general and the trade union movement 

in particular. 

j) To advance the democratic rights of all workers. 

k) To uphold and fight for the internationally accepted 
practice of an 8 hour working day and other internationally 

In pairs, discuss which of these objectives are the most  
important ones in your view.   

Each pair should present its top 3 objectives and motivate the  
choice. 

Activity 1 
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accepted labour practices. 

l) To make representations to government on labour and trade 
union legislation and other matters affecting workers in 
general. 

m) To promote international friendship, co-operation and 
solidarity with all workers of the world on the basis of mutual 
respect and non-interference in each other’s affairs. 

n) To do all other things, not inconsistent with this 
constitution to promote the interests and welfare of trade 

unionism. 

Organisational structures: 

MANWU has the following organisational structures at local, 
branch, regional and national level: 

AT WORKPLACE LEVEL: 
a) Workplace General Meetings consist of all members in a 
particular workplace or factory. 

b) Shop Stewards’ Committees consists of all elected shop 
stewards in the workplace 

c) Shop Stewards’ Committee Office Bearers are the 

Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and Secretary who are elected by all 
shopstewards in the workplace. 

AT BRANCH LEVEL: 
a) Branch General Meetings shall consist of all members in an 

area demarcated by the National Executive Committee. b) 
Branch Committees shall be composed of all shop stewards 
in a designated area as demarcated by the National 
Executive Committee. 

c) Branch Executive Committees shall consist of the 
Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer as 
elected by Branch Committee 

d) Branch Executives Committees must establish the local 
shop stewards committees in all demarcated areas falling under 

their jurisdiction. 

AT REGIONAL LEVEL 
a) Regional conferences shall consist of all shop stewards in 
an area demarcated as a MANWU region by the National 

Executive Committee. 
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b) Regional Executive Committees consist of the Chairperson, 
Vice-Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer as elected by the 
regional conference. 

c) Regional Executive Committees must establish Branch 

committees in all demarcated areas falling under their jurisdiction. 

AT NATIONAL LEVEL: 
a) The National Congress shall be composed of the 
National Office Bearers, members of the Finance Committee, 
and 1 delegate per 100 paid up members of whom must be a 

shop steward. 

b) The Central Committee shall be composed of National 
Office Bearers, Finance Committee members and the 
Regional Chairpersons, Regional Vice Chairpersons, Regional 

Secretaries and Regional Treasurers. 

c) The National Executive Committee shall be composed 
of National Office Bearers, Finance Committee members and 
Regional Chairpersons and Regional Secretaries. 

d) The National Office Bearers shall consist of the 

President, Vice-President, National Treasurer, Vice Treasurer, 
National Secretary, Vice National Secretary General Secretary 
and Deputy General Secretary as elected by Congress. 

e) The National Finance Committee shall be composed of 

Activity 2 1 .  In pairs, discuss the key roles that each of these structures  
has to play. Use the MANWU constitution for further  
information. 

2 .  In your view, which is the most important structure in  
MANWU?  Motivate your answer.   

3 .  What is the difference between union staff and union office  
bearers? 
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the National Treasurer and 3 members elected by the Central 
Committee. 

WOMEN REPRESENTATION 
Ten percent (10%) shall be the minimum requirement of 
female representatives in the composition of each MANWU 
leadership structure. 

YOUTH REPRESENTATION 
At least 20% of all leadership positions in all structures of the 

Union shall be reserved for young members under the age of 
35 years (at the time of election). 

CHAPTER 4 Principles of MANWU 

 

Workers’ control and democracy 
This is perhaps the most fundamental principle of trade 
unions.  As organizations by workers and for workers, it is 
essential that trade unions are controlled by workers.  This 
means workers must take decisions and democratically elect 
their union leaders at the workplace, at branch level, at 
regional as well as national level.  Elected union leaders must 
always be accountable to their members.  This can only be 

achieved if union structures are active and if workers’ 
representatives act on the basis of mandates and give regular 
feed-back to their members. 

Transparency 
Union decisions and debates must be open to members.  They 
have the right to be informed about discussions within the 
union and about its activities and plans. Transparency towards 
members is a precondition for workers’ control 
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Members involvement/participation 
MANWU members must be involved in union activities and in 
the decision-making process through union structures.  Trade 
unions are not like insurance companies that only become 
active if there is an accident or a disaster.  Trade unions must 
be living organisations through which workers can fight for their 
rights and interests.  Unions must not become “leaders’ 
organsiations” where the leadership just takes decision on 

behalf of members without involving them and without having a 
clear mandate. 

Non – racialism 
Namibia has emerged out of a long history of racism and 

colonial oppression.  With independence, racial discrimination 
was outlawed but it is still very much alive at many 
workplaces  and sometimes even within unions.  As a 
progressive trade union, MANWU must make sure that 

workers fight racism in all its forms and that we actively 
promote non-racialism, namely overcoming racial divisions 
and acknowledging that we are equal.  Prejudices on the 
basis of ethnic background or colour must be overcome in our 

society and the unions can play an important role in this 
regard.  Within MANWU, we can set an example of a new 
non-racial society where colour or ethnic background play no 
role anymore 

Solidarity 
This is perhaps the most important source of power for trade 
unions.  Before independence, unions faced the oppression 
and exploitation by employers and the colonial state but still 

managed to achieve important victories through collective 
action and solidarity within Namibia and internationally.  
Unions from elsewhere supported the struggle of Namibian 
workers and in turn Namibian unions supported common 

struggles waged for example by Namibian students. 

The slogan “an injury to one is an injury to all” captures the 
common struggles of workers and reminds us that workers 
strength lies in the solidarity with each other.  Such solidarity 

should not only exist at individual workplaces but also across 
the country and across our borders.  As a concrete example, 
workers blocked the delivery of weapons to Zimbabwe at a 
time when there was violent conflict there.  Workers elsewhere 

in the region refused to offload the weapons from the ship as a 
sign of solidarity with Zimbabwean workers. 
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Solidarity is also an important building block for a different 
society where we are not just looking after our own individual 
interests but instead we support each other and share with 
each other. Together we are much more likely to find a 

solution facing working  people today. In the end we must 
achieve social justice and encourage workers ot be active 
participants in building a society where unfairness, 
exploitation and inequlity are eliminated.  
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Activity 3 In small groups of 4-5 people, discuss your experiences in  
MANWU:   

1 . Is the union living up to its principles? 
2 . Do you know of solidarity action of workers in Namibia or  
elsewhere? 
3 . Did you notice any violation of these principles? 
4 . What can be done to ensure that MANWU always adheres  
to these principles? 

Each group then reports back to the plenary 
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CHAPTER 5 The role and 

functions of shop stewards 

What is a shop steward? 

A shop steward is a person who was elected by his/her fellow 
workers to be their official representative at the workplace. 
This is a voluntary position and a shop steward remains an 
employee of his/her employer.  Shop stewards are therefore 
the first and most important link between members and their 
union.. The shop steward is also a spokesperson for members 
at the workplace and plays a key role in solving problems and 
improving working conditions. 

In the Namibian Labour Act, a shop steward is called a 
“workplace union representative”. 

MANWU’s Constitution MANWU constitution says the 
following about shop stewards: 

a) In every industry or establishment where members are 
employed such members shall be entitled to elect from amongst 
themselves shop stewards to represent them on the Shop 
Stewards’ Committee. The number and distribution of shop 

stewards shall be in accordance with the nature of their 
employment and the Branch Committee, REC or the NEC shall 
decide such numbers and distribution after consultation with 
members of such industry or establishment. 

b) The election of shop stewards and their alternates shall 

take place at a meeting of the members of the relevant industry 
of establishment. All nominations shall be duly proposed and 
seconded by such members. Voting shall be done by secret 
ballot or as prescribed by relevant legislation. 
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c) Shop stewards shall hold office for not longer than two 
years from the date of their election and shall vacate their 
position in any one of the following circumstances: 

i) On ceasing to be employed in the establishment in which 

he/she was elected. 

ii) On failing to attend three consecutive meetings of the Shop 
Stewards’ Committee without forwarding a valid excuse. The 
validity of which shall be decided by the Shop Stewards 
Committee itself on a majority vote. 

iii) On resignation or expulsion from membership of  

MANWU. 

d) In the event or a vacancy arising of a shop steward 
position, a by-election shall be held within 10 days of such 
vacancy and the provisions of (a) above shall mutatis mutandis 

apply to such by election. The shop steward so elected shall 
hold office for the unexpired period of his/her predecessor’s 
term of office. 

e) Any shop steward who has vacated his/her office or has 
been expelled or suspended by virtue of any of the above 

clauses, shall not be eligible for re-election. 

Powers and duties of shop stewards’ committees 

Shop Stewards’ Committees will manage the affairs of the union 
inside the workplace. 

The Shop Stewards’ Committee shall have the following powers 
and duties, which are subject to review of the Branch 
Committee, REC, or the NEC: 

1. To recruit and mobilise members. 

2. To negotiate agreements with employers about working conditions mandated to 
do so by members in the workplace. Such agreements may only be concluded 
and signed after approval by members themselves and the General Secretary. 

3. To maintain order and harmony amongst the members in the workplace. 

4. To settle disputes in the workplace. 

5. To report regularly to the Branch Committee on any dispute or any grievance of 
members. 
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6. To discuss decisions and policies of the Union regarding members and their 
workplace. 

7. To take up complaints of members. 

8. To call workplace general meetings at least once a month. 

9. To elect the BEC after every two years. 

The Namibian Labour Act (section 67) outlines the functions/ 
duties of a shop steward/workplace union representative as 
follows: 

(a) to make representations to the employer of the 

employees who elected the representative concerning: 

(i) any matter relating to terms and conditions of those 

employees’ employment: and 

(ii) any dismissal of employees arising from the reduction 
of the workforce as a result of the reorganization or 
transfer of the business or the discontinuance or 
reduction of the business for economic or 
technological reasons 

(b) to represent any employee in respect of whom the 
representative was elected in any disciplinary or 
dismissal proceedings against that employee, 

(c) to perform any other function that may be provided for in 
a collective agreement, 

(d) A shop steward should recruit new members and he/she 
should at all times, represent the interest of the Union 
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and promote the image of the Union. 

The legal basis for shop stewards in Namibia 

The legal basis for shop stewardship in Namibia can be found 
in Section 67 of the Labour Act (Act 11 of 2007).  Referring to 
workplace union representatives, the law states that in any 
workplace, employees who are members of a registered trade 
union are entitled to elect from among themselves: 

(a) One workplace union representative, if there are more than 
five members; 

(b) Two workplace union representatives, if there are more than 
25 members; 

(c) Three representatives, if there are more than 50 members or 

(d) If there are more than 100 members 

(i) Four representatives for the first 100 members; and (ii) 

An additional representative for every additional 100 
members. 

The Labour Act gives shop stewards specific rights to carry out 

Activity 4 1 . In groups of  4 to 5 people, share your experiences that  
you had at the workplace when performing your role as shop  
stewards.   

2 . Which of the duties listed in the MANWU Constitution and  
the Labour Act did you perform already?   

3 . Which were the challenges and which successes did you  
achieve? 

After the group discussions, each group reports to the plenary. 
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their duties.  These include: 

• The right to use the employer’s premises to conduct shop 
steward elections.   

• The right to hold office for 2 years and to stand for re-
election in line with the union’s constitution 

• The right to get “reasonable” time of from the employer 
during working hours without loss of pay in order to perform 
the functions of that office. 

• The right to receive reasonable leave of absence to attend 
meetings or training courses of the registered trade union. 
This has to be negotiated and agreed upon with the 
employer because the Labour Act does not give clear 
guidelines. 

• The right to be protected against any form of punishment, 
harassment victimisation or discrimination by the employer 
because of your trade union activity. 

It is therefore illegal for an employer to: 

• Deny shop stewards promotions or pay opportunities, 

• Isolate shop steward from other workers, 

• Saddle shop stewards with extra work or unusually tough 
assignments, 

• Deny shop stewards overtime opportunities, 

• Enforce work rules unfairly against shop stewards or to 

harass them with extra supervision. 

Shop stewards are in daily contact with members at the 
workplace and are therefore the “face” of the union.  They are 

Activity 5 In pairs discuss if you experienced any type of victimisation of  
shop stewards at your workplace.   
If this happened, what has the union done to stop it? 

After the discussion in pairs, participants will report back to  
the plenary. 
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the worker leaders in the workplace.  Their many 
responsibilities can sometimes include advising members 
even on personal matters and the shop steward work can 
take a lot of time and energy.  Shop stewards play a key role 

in building the union and involving members in its activities.  
This is essential if MANWU wants to live up to the ideal of 
worker control. 

Summary of shop stewards duties: 

Organisers Shop stewards not only recruit and sign up new 
members but they organize the workplace to improve working 
conditions for all workers. They also supervise and make sure 
that the union membership fees are deducted from all 
members every month and paid over to the union.  Therefore 
shop stewards must have an up-to-date list of all members 
and non-unionised workers at their workplace. 

Shop stewards are also the organizational link between 
members and the MANWU branches.  They must at all times 
act on a mandate from members and take their concerns to 
the branch.  Shop stewards are also the ones to give feedback 
to members so that they are at all times informed about union 
activities  and actively participate in all decision-making 
processes. 

Problem solvers Shop stewards are confronted with all types 
of problems at the workplace and they are expected to not 
only listen to members but they must also help to find 
solutions. Shop steward, you are central to solving members’ 
problems!   

Grievance solvers Shop stewards must assist members with 
any grievance they have at work.  This includes helping them 
to follow the grievance procedure and to advice them how best 
to take their grievance further. 

Educators Shop stewards must educate fellow workers about 
their rights and their responsibilities, both within the union and at 
the workplace.  

Shop stewards are the workers’ leaders at the workplace and 
they must not be afraid to speak up to management in the 
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interest of their members. Shop stewards must represent their 
members at all times and therefore should never: 

 take management’s side in a dispute between worker 

and a supervisor  

 speak against the union in front of management. 

betray the trust of your members by being either lazy, 
disinterested or ill-prepared. have ulterior motives or 
be afraid or be intimidated by the boss/manager. 

 be exposed to a conflict of interests.  In the event that a 
shop steward feels that the trade union responsibilities 
may hamper his/her aspirations for a promotion, the best 
approach is to be open and to resign as a shop steward. 

Shop stewards are part of a team 

The work of shop stewards can sometimes be overwhelming 
but shop stewards work as a team and should always support 
each other.  Learning from each other and supporting each 
other is crucial for the success of any team of shop stewards. 

A Shop Steward Team Should: 

• Get to know all the workers at the workplace 

• Approach newly hire workers and introduce the union to 
them  

• Convene regular members’ meetings to discuss issues of 
concern and to get mandates. 

• Keep the members informed at all times. 

• Keep updated records and contact details of all members. 

• Learn about the problems in the workplace and assist in 
finding solutions.  

• Negotiate with management on behalf of members. This can 
sometimes be informal talks but mostly should be 
formalised negotiations. 

Chapter 6 
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Basic workers’ rights at the 
workplace 

  
After the achievement of independence in 1990, both the 
Namibian Constitution and the Labour Act guarantee basic 
workers rights.  The following exercises are meant to identify 

these rights and to discuss how they are implemented in practice.

Workshop participants work in pairs to discuss the questions  
of the worksheets.   

They will need a copy of the Labour Act (No 11 of 2007). 

After discussing the answers of the different pairs in  
plenary, the facilitator will hand out the correct answers and  
summarise the basic workers’ rights. 

Activity 6 
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WORKSHEET 1: Exploring the  
fundamental rights and protections  

    

 

  The table below describes various scenarios which may or may  
not be permitted in terms of Chapter 2 of the Labour Act.  Read  
Chapter 2 of the Labour Act and then in pairs, complete the  
table below  
  

  Scenario  Response  
.  1 The owner of a supermarket allows his  

thirteen-year old daughter to work in the  
supermarket during the school holidays.     
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)  
  

  

2 .  A farmer employs children of fifteen years to  
pick grapes at night during the picking  
season.  The picking shift normally lasts  
from 18h00 to 24h00    
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)  
  

  

3 .  A building contractor employs fifteen-year  
old boys to paint the roofs of new houses.   
The Minster has not published any  
regulations regarding the employment of  
children.    
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)  
  

  

.  4 A farmer employs prison labour to work his  
fields during the harvest.  The prisoners  
have no choice about working for the farmer  
and they are not compelled to do the work  
in terms of an order of Court.    
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)  
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.  5 Prison officials force prisoners to clean their  
cells even though this is not in terms of an  
order of Court.    
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)  

  

6 .  A person applies for a job.  In the  
employment interview, she tells her  
prospective employer that she has four young  
children.  The employer decides not to offer  
her the job (even though she meets the  
requirements), because the job involved  
traveling and the employer believes that she  
will not be able to travel because of her  
children.    
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)  

  

7 .  A black employee and a white employee both  
apply for the same promotion within a  
telecommunications company.  Both meet  
the minimum criteria for the job although the  
white person has slightly more experience.   
The employer promotes the black employee  
because no black employees are employed at  
that level in the organization and the  
affirmative action plan of the employer  
indicates that black employees are under- 
represented at that level.    
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)   

  

.  8 An employee refers an unfair labour practice  
to the Labour Commissioner.  The employer  
refuses to promote the employee as a result  
of this dispute.    
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)   

   

.  9 An airline is recruiting pilots and  
discriminates against applicants who do not  
have pilots licenses.    
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? Why  
do you say so? (quote the relevant  
section(s) of Chapter 2)   
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WORKSHEET 2: Becoming familiar  

with the Hours of work provisions  

  


 

  Read Part C of Chapter 3 of the Act.  In  
pairs, answer the questions below  

  
  
1 .  What are the maximum hours of work for emergency  

services workers?  
  
  
2 .  What are the maximum daily and  weekly hours of  

overtime?  
  
  
.  3 What are the ordinary weekly maximum hours of work?  

  
  
4 .  What is the rate of pay for Sundays and public holidays?  
  
  
5 .  By how many minutes may an employer increase ordinary  

hours of work to enable an employee to continue serving  
the public?  

  
  
.  6 What is the rate of overtime pay for ordinary hours of  

overtime?  
  
  
7 .  How long should a meal break be after five hours of  

continuous work?  
  
  
8 .  Which employees are not covered by the provisions for  

meal intervals?  
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9 .  What additional remuneration are employees who work  
night shift entitled to?  

  
  
10 . What are the provisions for pregnant employees working  

night work?  
  
  
11 . What are the weekly and daily rest periods?  
  
  
12 . Which employees are permitted to work on Sundays?  
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CHAPTER 7 Basic conditions of 

employment 

Moving beyond the basic conditions of employment: the 
role of trade unions 

Workers’ rights and the basic conditions of employment are 
guaranteed by the Namibian Constitution and the Labour Act.  
In case that such rights are violated by employers, workers 

can report them to the Office of the Labour Commissioner 
which will take action. 

For trade unions it is important to understand that the law only 
provides the absolute minimum and it is up to workers and 

their unions to achieve more.  There is no need to negotiate 
for any of the rights and basic employment conditions that the 
law mentions.  Instead, unions must organise and negotiate for 
more!  A living wage and decent work for all are not mentioned 

in the laws but unions must fight for them.  A union that only 
manages to get what is in the laws fails its members! 
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CHAPTER 8 Handling Disciplinary 

Hearings and Appeals 

Besides negotiating for better working conditions, assisting 
members with disciplinary cases is probably one of the most 
common task of shop stewards.  Union members turn to their 
shop stewards when they are in trouble and the support they 
get will determine if they are happy with their union or not.  
Handling disciplinary cases is therefore one of the most 
important task of a shop steward.  Here are just a few ideas 
and suggestions of how this task can be handled. 

Large parts of this chapter are taken from the NUMSA shop 
steward manual. 

This is action taken by management with the aim to correct the 

behaviour or action of a worker, for example if he/she comes 
late or comes to work drunk.  The employer can then decide to 
institute disciplinary action against the worker. 

However, there are 2 fundamental principles that an employer 
needs to follow when dealing with  disciplinary matters.  These 
are: 

1. Procedural Fairness 

2. Substantive Fairness 

Procedural fairness means allowing the accused person to 
state his/her side of the matter at a disciplinary hearing/inquiry. 

Activity 8 In plenary, share your experiences with disciplinary cases at  
work.   

Discuss which strategies worked and which ones did not. 

Which lessons have you learned from your practical experiences? 

What is disciplinary action? 
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The hearing must be seen as fair and unbiased and the 
accused person must be informed about the charges and 
his/her rights before the hearing.   

Substantive fairness means that the punishment must be fair 
in relation to the offence.  For example if a person comes late 
to work for the first time in 2 years and is then dismissed, such 
a dismissal would be unfair. In other words, the punishment 
should be appropriate to the office committed. 

Valid and fair reasons have to be presented for any dismissal 
to be regarded as substantially fair.  Also, a dismissal should 
be the last resort and should only be considered once 
everything else has failed. 

In order for a disciplinary case to be fair, the employer must 
do the following: 

 Ensure that the hearing/inquiry is conducted in a fair and just 

manner; 

 Give the accused worker reasonable time for preparation of the 
case 

 Present the worker with a charge of the alleged transgressions 
committed 

 Allow the worker to be represented by a person of his/her 
choice (this can be the shop steward or any other person) 

The worker who was charged has the following duties: 

 To respond to the charges levelled against him/her in 

time  To attend the disciplinary hearing/inquiry 

 To argue and  proof his/her case (including the use of 
supporting witnesses) 

Examples of reasons for disciplinary action: 

• Absenteeism from work  (also known as AWOL – Absent 
Without Official Leave) 

• Theft 
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• Fraud 

• Intoxication 

• Sexual harassment 

• Insubordination 

• Fighting at work 

• Insulting colleagues 

• Using a company car without authorization 

• Sleeping on duty 

Shop steward must advise union members how best they can 
present their case in disciplinary hearings.  Sometimes, there 
is proof of a transgression and therefore it would be unwise to 
plead innocence.  In such cases it might be better to admit the 
transgression and then look at mitigating circumstances.  It 
can also help if shop stewards keep a record of previous cases 
and use them to defend their members.  Perhaps there was a 
precedence that can be used to defend the member. 

Disciplinary hearings are not like court cases.  There is no duty 
to proof guilt “beyond a reasonable doubt”.  Instead, 
disciplinary cases are usually based on “probability”, meaning 
what is likely to have happened.  Therefore a good preparation 
and the identification of supporting witnesses is important  
when dealing with disciplinary matters. 

A shop steward representing a member should always know 
what really happened to assist the member effectively. 
Otherwise, there might be surprises during the hearing which 
can make it difficult or even impossible to effectively assist and 
defend the member. 

Most companies have their own disciplinary policy and 

procedures, sometimes called disciplinary codes.  As union 
representatives, shop stewards should ensure that these policies 
and procedures are fair and if they are not happy they can table 
them for negotiations.  Workers have the right to negotiate for fair 

policies and procedures! 

Burden of proof 

In disciplinary cases, the burden of proof is with the employer. 
For example, the employer has to proof that the worker was 
absent or late without any valid reason or the worker is guilty 
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of misconduct (example being drunk on duty, theft or fraud) or 
that the worker is guilty of poor performance. 

Pre – discipline Interviews 

Most employers sometimes engage in pre-discipline interview as 
part of investigating their case or ask the worker to give a 
statement. Shop stewards needs to be aware of the dangers this 
process can poses to the workers and what information should 
be released or not to the employers 

Silence is golden 

Members have the following rights 

• The right to silence 

• Not to give a statement to the employer prior to being charged 

• Not to give a statement that will ‘ incriminate’ them in any wrong 

doing 

• Right to call a shop steward and caucus and plan with them 
before giving a statement 

• To give statement if they so wish in front of the shop steward 

• To meet with the shop steward before giving a statement 

• To prepare before giving a statement 

• The right to give a statement only at the disciplinary hearing 

• To be told of their rights that anything they say can be used 
against them in a hearing before they give statements 

Inquiry Meeting or Disciplinary Interview 

Management has a tendency to call an inquiry which they say 
will make them take a decision whether to charge or not. The 
information you give as an employee in that meeting will be 
used to discipline you. Workers should be advised that they 
should tell management if the discussion could in any way 
lead to their discipline or dismissal or demotion then they must 

ask shop steward to be present.  

If management denies that this is the case but the worker still 
has doubts, he/she must ask for time to consult with shop 
steward. The doubts can be related to the fact that previous 

meetings like this has resulted in discipline of workers, 
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management has raised the possibility of discipline or the 
worker has previous warnings on the issue being discussed. 

However, the workers cannot demand to see a shop steward 
for any production-related matter which will not lead to a 
disciplinary case. 

Shop stewards have the right to be informed of questions 
management will like to be clarified during the pre-enquiry 
meeting and have a right to caucus and ask questions during 
that meeting. 

Shop stewards must take detailed notes of what is happening 
in such meetings. 

Giving written statement to management 

Workers or shop steward must be careful when submitting 
written statements to management because they could be 
used against them in future hearings. Before submitting  
written statements check with union officials (like branch 

organisers) or experienced shop stewards. The best approach 
is to give a statement only at the disciplinary hearing. In the 
event that you decide to compromise to give a statement just 
give a statement confirming that you are working for the 
company, indicate your department and your home address 
and telephone details. Do not give any details about the 
incident giving rise to the inquiry.  

Preparing for a hearing 

Disciplinary hearing notice 

Comrade Tangeni comes to you as his shop steward with the Activity 9 

letter attached below. He has refused to sign. Read the letter 
and in small groups answer the questions that follow. 

Dear Mr Tangeni Shikongo 

CHARGE : UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF COMPANY 
PROPERTY 

Notice is given to you on this 5th November 2013 to appear before the  
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disciplinary enquiry scheduled to take place as follows; 
VENUE : Vuvuzela Boardroom (opposite car park) 
DATE : 06 November 2013 
TIME : 15H00 

On the 03 November 2013, a random security check was conducted at 
all company exit points and you were found to be in possession of the 
company decorative plastic Christmas tree at the back of your white 
Motorolla car. The company takes this matter seriously and may lead to 
your dismissal. You are therefore summoned to appear in a disciplinary 
hearing on the date given above. The hearing takes place in the 
company’s main boardroom. If you fail to avail yourself on the date in 
question, the inquiry may be heard in your absence. 

JOHN FACE  
DEPARTMENTAL MANAGER _____________ 
Signature of the accused: ____________________ 
Signature of witness: _______________________ 

Questions: 

a) Was Cde Tangeni correct by not signing? Motivate your 

answer.___________________________________________
_____ 
__________________________________________________
_____ b) How do you classify the allegation against Comrade 

Tangeni? Is it misconduct, incapacity or unfair labour practice? 
______________________________________________ c) Is 
the company correct? Any flaws that you can pick up? 
__________________________________________________
_____ 

d) As Cde Tangeni’s representative what is your advice to him about 
the fact that the hearing is on the following day? 

_______________________________________________________ 

Important things to check: 

Notice period 
Adequate notice could be as short as 48 hours. The time 
cannot include a period when you are on leave. Notice that is 
less than 48 hours is too short. 

Ask for adequate time to prepare and if this is not granted 
indicate on record in the hearing that you object. 

Date, time and venue and name of person should be in the 
charge sheet 
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Check if there is a big gap between the time that a worker is 
charged and the  

date of alleged offence. Check what the collective agreement 
says. If not satisfied object on record in the hearing. 

Charge(s) 
Charges should be very clear. They should include date and 
place that offence 

took place. If the charge is ambiguous and unclear  or if the 
charge against the member does not fit the incident/s 
described, ask for clarity of the charge. 

Rights 
Accused workers have the right to call witnesses, lead 
evidence, cross examine the company witnesses, be 
represented by a shop steward or an employee of their own 
choice as well as have an interpreter.  Not being afforded an 

opportunity to exercise any of the rights. 

Check what the disciplinary code says and object on record. 

Please advise members: 

• If someone cannot read English (or Afrikaans), get someone 
to interpret 

• before signing. 

• Signing a letter does not mean an admission of guilt. 

• Signing the letter just serves to confirm receipt. 
• Although not given adequate time to prepare, you should go 

to the hearing so that you can make your objection known. 

• DO NOT WALK OUT OF THE HEARING! 

What should a correct charge sheet look like? 
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Dear Mr Shikongo, 

Notice is given to you on this 5th day of November 2013 to 
appear before the disciplinary enquiry scheduled to take place 
as follows; 
VENUE : VUVUZELA BOARDROOM (OPPOSITE  
CAR PARK) 
DATE : 2013-11-07 
TIME : 15H00 

CHARGE : UNLAWFUL POSSESSION OF 
COMPANY PROPERTY 

On the 3rd of November 2013, a random security check was 
conducted at all company exit points and you were found to 
be in possession of the company’s decorative plastic 
Christmas tree at the back of your white Motorolla car. Mrs 
Jane Naidoo conducted the security check during knock off 
time. The company takes this matter seriously and this may 
lead to your dismissal. 

The company wishes to advise you of your rights. You have a 
right: 

• to lead evidence 
• to call witnesses 
• to cross-examine company witnesses 
• to be represented by a shop steward or an employee of 

your own choice 
• to have an interpreter, if necessary 
• to appeal. 

Failure to avail yourself on the date in question, may lead to 
the inquiry being heard in your absence. 

JOHN FACE  
DEPARTMENTAL MANAGER ___________________ 
05.11.2013 
Signature of accused: _______________________ 
Signature of witness: _______________________ 

Preparing for a disciplinary hearing: 

As a shop steward, losing a case is demoralising for you as a 
representative. 
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It may be equally demoralising for the member you are 
representing. How do you go about preparing? 

1. Get the facts right. Find out what actually happened. 

2. Assess the case. 

3. Plan how you are going to approach the case. Have a 

plan of action and strategy for the case. 

STEP 1: FIND OUT WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED 

You can find out about what actually happened in the following 

manner:- 

a) by taking the statement from accused 

b) by interviewing possible witnesses 

c) by inspection. 

A. Taking a statement 
i) Personal details of member 

It is important to take personal details of a member. If the case 
goes to higher levels, these may be necessary eg member’s 
rural home in case he relocates there after dismissal. Some of 

the personal information like ages of dependants and length of 
service will also help you in gathering mitigating factors. So 
please get these when taking a statement: 

• Full name and clock number 

• Home address 

• Telephone numbers 

• Name of husband/wife if married 

• Names and ages of dependants 

• How many and how much debt does the worker have? 

• What is your grade and wage? 

Activity 10 In plenary discuss: 

1 . How do you find out what happened? 

2 . How do you assess whether the case is good or bad? 
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• Does the worker have a good disciplinary record? (Get 
copies) 

• How long has the worker been with the company? 

ii)Then take a statement by following the 
steps below:Firstly:- 

• Allow the member to tell the story without interruption 

• Listen carefully and make a note of things you want to 
come back to. 

• Clarify the points that you are not sure of. 

Then:- 
Ask the member to start from the beginning again in 
chronological order, i.e. in the order in which things happened. 
S/he must relate the story by telling what happened at the 
beginning, what happened next and right to the end. This 

allows you to see whether there are gaps. It also helps a 
member to remember some things that s/he might have 
forgotten. Ask the worker to separate what happened from why 
it happened by asking the following questions. S/he must tell 
you the following: 

• who was involved? 

• where did it happen? 

• why did it happen? 

• how did it happen? 

• when did it happen? 

• who saw what happen? 

B. Interviewing possible witnesses 
Witnesses should be interviewed one by one so that you are able 
to check contradictions in their statements. All the details of the 
incident should be recorded by the shop steward by asking 
questions: 

• who was involved? 

• where did it happen? 

• why did it happen? 

• how did it happen? 

• when did it happen? 

• who saw what happen? 

Question any inconsistency in the statements.  

C. Inspection 
Information of what actually happened can sometimes be 

gathered through inspection. If a worker is accused of 
damaging a company car, go and inspect the vehicle. If 
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someone is accused of stealing a tool, have a look at the 
equipment and see whether it can fit into the bag in which the 
member is accused of having put it. 

STEP 2: ASSESS THE CASE 

(i) As the representative of the worker, assess the worker’s 
version. Is the worker’s story believable? If you have 

doubts about the story, question the member further. If you 
do not do this you may be surprised at the inquiry by other 
evidence that makes the member‘s version even more 
doubtful. 

(ii) Assess whether your witnesses’ version is credible. You 

always have a gut feel when a story is right or wrong. But 
also check whether the witnesses themselves are 
believable. Will they not be exposed by showing that the 
real reason they are witnesses is because they have 

something to hide or have a vendetta against the 
company? 

(iii) Then move to the third step of assessing your case: 

a. Are there any company/rules/practices that have been 
broken? 

b. Look at sections in the code that deal with the charge. 
What is the sanction that goes with the charge? 

c.Check that the company has followed its code and 
procedure. 

d. Are there any precedents to the case that you are 

handling?Are there other people who have committed similar 
offences? How were they treated and what sanctions did they 
receive? 

e. What is management’s case? How is the employer 

going to argue the case? Try to punch holes in management’s 
case. 

STEP 3: FORMULATE A STRATEGY TO HANDLE THE 
CASE 

(1) Decide with the worker whether to 
plead guilty or not guilty. 
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When there is mounting evidence against the worker, it 
may be better to plead guilty and then move on to spell out 
circumstances why the worker should be treated less 
severely. You can bring the personal details that you 

collected when you took the statement from the accused: 

• Number of dependants 

• How much debt has the worker got? 

• Does the worker have a good disciplinary record? 

• How long has the worker been with the company? 

(2) If you are pleading not guilty what 

is the basis of your case? Are you 
arguing procedural or substantive 
unfairness? Remember the difference 
between substantive and procedural 

fairness: 

1. The worker has broken no rule or standard 

2. The rule or standard is not fair and reasonable 

3. The worker is not aware of the rule 

4. The employer has not applied the rule consistently 

5. If the worker is found guilty of breaking the rule or standard in this case, it will not 

be appropriate to dismiss him/her for breaking the rule if: 

• The company did not follow the steps in the disciplinary procedure 

• The company or the chairperson has already prejudged the worker 

• The employer did not give at least 48 hours notice of the disciplinary 
enquiry 

• The charge is not clear 

• The employee was denied the right to representation 

• The worker did not have an interpreter 

• The member was not made aware of his/her right to call witnesses 

(3) Dealing with management’s case 

To be able to punch holes in management’s case you need to 
anticipate how the company will proceed with its case: What evidence 

will the company bring? 

Different kinds of evidence 

• Documentary evidence (this is any of written or pictorial 

kind of evidence. It includes affidavits, letters, memos, 
books, maps and other documents). 
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• Audio-visual evidence (this includes video, pictures, 
audio tapes and other kinds of recorded evidence). 

• Expert evidence. Companies are fond of bringing 
evidence through what they call experts. These may be 

handwriting experts in a forgery case. It may be experts 
to give evidence on fingerprints found, results of a 
breathalyser test or lie detector test. 

• Circumstantial evidence (this is evidence that witnesses 
give although not having seen what happened. For 

example, a witness that says that he heard screams and 
later saw striking workers running away in a case of 
assault of non-striking workers, is giving circumstantial 
evidence. 

• Witness evidence This is evidence that testifies to 
actions seen or facts known. 

What you therefore need as a shop steward is to anticipate 
the angle from which management will be coming. What kind 

of evidence will they bring? Who are  potential company 
witnesses? What facts may they know about the case? Is this 
information favourable to your member? How will you counter 
this evidence? How will you cross-examine company 
witnesses? Which parts of the disciplinary code will the 
employer rely on? How are you going to challenge this? 

Please remember the best way to counter management’s case 
is to show that: 

• no rule was broken: There is no such rule in the code or 

no such standard within the company. 

• the rule, standard is unreasonable: To expect a worker 
to operate three machines that are all positioned in 
opposite directions. 

• the worker was not aware of the rule. 

• the rule has been applied inconsistently. Always look for 
inconsistency. 

• show how unreasonable it will be for the company to 
discipline the worker. 

(4) Simulate or have a role-play on how you will present your 

evidence. 

When you have finished planning on how you are to deal with 
the company’s evidence, then it is time to prepare your team. 
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• Assess whether the witness’s evidence is material to the 
case or not? 

• Only call a witness if you stand to gain from him/her. 

• Prepare the questions that you will ask your witnesses and 
the accused worker. Make sure that the worker is confident 

and understands what will happen at the hearing. 

• As a shop steward, try and simulate the actual situation 
that the witness will experience at the inquiry. 

• Do not attempt to ‘’school the witness”. In other words don’t 
try to tell them what to say as that is dangerous and can 

work against your case. 

STEP 4: BUILD SUPPORT FOR YOUR CASE, INVOLVE 
MEMBERS! 

• Always make sure that the other shop stewards know what 
is happening. 

• Get advice from other shop stewards in the shopstewards 

committee meeting. 

• Call a meeting of your department and report on the case. 
Let members come with suggestions so that they will feel 
they are part of the case. 

• Give reports to a general meeting so those members in 
other departments are informed about the case. By so 
doing you are building organisation inside the plant. 

The actual hearing 

When you walk into a hearing as a shop steward, you must always 

remember that burden of proof lies with the employer.  

Balance of probability 

A decision in a disciplinary hearing is meant to be taken on 
the basis of a balance of probability. This is a standard of 

proof that takes as the basis of evidence what has 
appearance of truth, worthy of acceptance, belief or may be 
reasonably be expected to happen. It is therefore important 
that you lead evidence that is probable in a hearing. No one 

these days will believe you when you say that the worker 
could not contact work and indicate where s/he was because 
in the township in which the accused resides there is no 
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telephone. No one is also going to believe your evidence of a 
worker who jumped a 10-metre high security fence. 

Evidence 

Evidence is information from witnesses, documents and 
material objects placed before an enquiry so as to allow the 

chairperson to establish facts of the case. 

General principles of evidence 

Evidence to be admissible, must be relevant to prove the facts 

of the case. The law draws a line between those facts which it 
regards as sufficiently relevant to be admissible and those 
which it consider to be far away from the facts of the case. A 
line of relevance is drawn on the following basis: 

• is the evidence presented unfairly damaging to one 
party’s case while not adding sufficiently to proving the 
facts of the case? 

• does the evidence that is brought drag out proceedings 
unreasonably? 

If a worker is charged with assault, it would be unfair and 

unreasonable to call every single worker in a department of 42 
to come and be a witness. Such a move will unreasonably 
delay the case. Evidence must be relevant to the facts of the 
case. But not all relevant evidence is admissible. The law 

excludes the following kinds of evidence although they are 
relevant: 

a) Evidence that is common cause or simply not 
necessary to prove 

Activity 11 This activity takes place in plenary. 

a) Can all evidence be put before a chairperson of an enquiry?  
Is there evidence that is inadmissible or that is excluded or  
will not carry weight in an enquiry? 

b) List types of evidence which you think are inadmissible in  
an enquiry? 
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b) Evidence that is unreliable 

c) Privileged information 

d) Prejudicial evidence 

e) Common cause 

a) Evidence that is common cause or simply not 
necessary to prove.  

Some “facts” are assumed to be proven. For example, it is 
assumed that a registered letter was received, provided the sender 
can prove that it was sent seven days after posting. 

As a representative of a worker, don’t waste time by bringing 
witnesses to prove that the accused works for the company. 
This is common cause. It is  vital that in your opening statement 

you state what you regard as common cause. 

b) Unreliable evidence 

The following is regarded as unreliable: 

i) Hearsay evidence 

This is evidence that the witness did not himself or herself see, 

hear or otherwise come to know. This what we call skinder 
stories; what the witness heard others tell him/her or say about 
the matter under investigation. As a representative do not bring 
to the hearing witnesses that will give hearsay evidence. Also 

object when the opposing side brings such evidence. Raise 
this particularly in your closing statement. 

ii) Previous consistent statements 

A previous consistent statement is a statement which is made 
at some earlier time which is consistent with what is being said 

at a hearing. This is usually irrelevant to prove the truth of what 
is being said in the hearing itself. So as a shop steward, object 
when an employer uses a statement that a worker has made 
before the hearing, to prove his case. Evidence must be led in 
the hearing and the employer cannot rely on a previous 
statement. 

c) Privileged evidence 

Privilege is the right to refuse to disclose evidence which would 

otherwise be admissible. The most important privilege in labour 
law is privilege against self-incrimination or answering a 
question that may expose you to a criminal charge. Any 
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presiding officer or chairperson of a disciplinary hearing ought 
to warn a witness of his/her right to refuse to answer an 
incriminating question. 

d) Prejudicial evidence 

These are examples of prejudicial evidence: 

i) Evidence of character 

This refers either to a person’s general reputation and also to 
evidence that the person has behaved in a certain way. 
Examples of putting one’s character in a hearing is when the 

witness says s/he is religious, she never drinks or that s/he 
has been earning an honest living for some time. An accused 
cannot be cross-examined on his/her character unless he puts 
it himself/herself. So be careful of leading your witness and 

ask him/her about character. This may open a gap from the 
other side. Having led evidence on character, your witness can 
be cross-examined on a previous misconduct or previous 
conviction. 

ii)Evidence of previous convictions 

Normally evidence of any previous conviction, which is only 
to show bad character would be excluded. Again as a shop 
steward you must object if a worker’s disciplinary record is 

iii) Evidence of another court proceeding 
If a person is charged with drunken driving in a magistrate’s  
court and is found guilty, can the employer simply rely on  
the evidence in the magistrate’s court at a hearing at the  
plant? Facts which have been proved in one court are not  
necessarily assumed to be proven in another court. 
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brought into the main body of the hearing. Evidence of 
previous convictions is only allowed in the mitigation/ 
aggravation stage. 

Dealing with certain types of evidence 

Type of evidence - what should your response be? 

i) Documentary evidence (affidavits, letters and other 
documents) 

These must be introduced through a witness. Because 
documents cannot be cross-examined, writers of the documents 
need to be called to give evidence. If this did not happen ask the 
presiding officer not to give any weight to the evidence. 

ii) Audio visual evidence 

You must ask for the person who took the footage and did the 
recording to come in and you can cross-examine him/her about: 

- the intention of producing the audio-visual material 

- how s/he went about doing this 

iii) Expert evidence e.g. security and fingerprint experts 
When these experts come, question them about: 
- their qualifications 
- experience in doing the job 

- whether they have a relationship with the company(This is to establish their 
independence and unbiasedness) 

iv) Polygraph test and lie detectors 

These cannot be used on their own to prove that the worker is 
guilty. Results of the polygraph test must be accompanied by 

other corroborating evidence. They can’t stand alone as 
evidence. 

v) Breathalyser test 

Make sure that the equipment has the South African Bureau 
of Standards (SABS) approved sticker (or Namibian  

equivalent) on it. Like other evidence, the results must 
be led by the expert or the person who performed the 
test. The person must be cross-examined on his/her 
qualification. Ordinary security guards are usually not 

qualified. 
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Examination, cross-examination and 
reexamination 

Activity 12 With the comrade sitting next to you discuss the following 

questions and then report to plenary: 

a) What is the difference between examination, 
crossexamination and re-examination? 
________________________ 

_________________________________________________
______ 
_________________________________________________
______ b) Why is important to go through all these stages of 

leading evidence? What is the aim of each stage? 

Examination: 

__________________________________________________
_____ 

__________________________________________________

_____ Cross-examination: 

__________________________________________________
_____ 

__________________________________________________
_____ Re-examination: 

__________________________________________________
_____ 

__________________________________________________

_____ 

As stated earlier examination is a skill. You need to be clear 
what you want to get from a certain line of questioning. Do 

not be all over. Also be careful about how you ask your 
question. There is a certain line of questioning which an alert 
chairperson will not allow. 

1. With leading questions you may be stopped in your 
tracks 
A leading question leads the witness to a particular answer or 
suggests an answer in the question itself. An alert chairperson 
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will not allow you to ask these questions You must also object 

if the opposing side takes this line of questioning. Examples of 
leading questions are: 

a) Were you in the factory on the day of the accident? 
b) Was the security guard standing a metre from Cde 

Tangeni? 
c) Was the car that Cde Tangeni was driving a Toyota 

Corolla? 
2. Avoid closed questions: 

Did you go home after work? Is a type of a closed question. It 

Activity 13 With the comrade next to you reformulate the following  
questions into acceptable and non-leading questions? 

a) Were you in the factory on the day of the accident? 

b) Was the security guard standing a metre from Cde  
Tangeni? 

c) Was the car the Cde Tangeni driving a Toyota Corolla? 

Activity 14 How do you turn the above two questions into open  
questions? 

Please reformulate the questions working with the comrade  
next to you. 

a) Did you go home after work? 

b) Did you have pap and vleis for lunch? 
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does not give the witness options except to say Yes or No. It 
restricts the witness from providing other information. Another 
example of a closed question is: Did you have pap and vleis 
for lunch? 

3. Don’t ask questions when you don’t know what the 
answer will be! 

The worst thing that can happen during examination is to hear 
damaging evidence which you did not want to come out. So 
please, do not ask a question when you do not know what the 
answer will be! 

What is examination? 
Examination in the context of law is when a person is under 
oath and being orally asked questions concerning his or her 
statement he or she made in the beginning of the enquiry. This 
is an attempt to solicit information and clarity from the witness 

evidence. There are different kinds of examination processes 
that normally take place in an enquiry. These are:  

Leading examination-in-chief 
This is used to present evidence favourable to the version of 

the party calling the witness. This means that you call a 
witness in order to strengthen your case. But of importance 
this method is used to control the witness so that he or she 
does not speak of irrelevant matters. On the other hand it 

allows the witness to tell his/her story without interruption. 
Your examination-in-chief provides you with the opportunity to 
make a good impression to the chairperson. So think carefully 
about the order of your witnesses. 

• Always choose a person that will give the greatest 

overview of your case,as the first witness. Your accused 
member is likely to be such a person. 

• Avoid calling a lot of witnesses. Seven witnesses on the 
same event may backfire, as the opposition will pick the 

slightest inconsistencies that emerge. 

• Do not be like sea water - going backwards and 
forwards. Keep the questioning chronological as far as 
possible. This helps the chairperson to get the facts of 
the case easily. 
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Tips 

Leading examination-in-chief 

1.Introduce the witness and get him/her relaxed by asking straightforward 
questions such as: 

Cde Johanna what position do you hold in the company? 
Which department are you employed in? 
How long have you been in this position? 

2.Establish the witness’ connection with the case Cde 
Johanna where were you on the day of the routine 
security check? 
How far were you standing from the security gate? 
What were you doing next to the gate? 

3.Go to the heart of the case: 

Johanna, where were you when the security check was being conducted? 
Johanna can you tell us what you saw on the day when you were 
standing next to the gate? 
Do you remember hearing what the security guard said to Cde 
Tangeni? 
What was the substance of their verbal exchange? 

4.For emphasis where you think you have a crucial point: 

Sorry Johanna, you are going a little bit fast. Can we take it slowly? 
What did you say you saw on that day? 

5.Warn your witness that you are about to finish: 
Finally, Johanna…… 

6.Close your questioning: 

Thank you, Cde. Johanna. No further questions, Mr.  
Chairperson. 
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Cross-examination 

The purpose of cross-examination is to elicit favourable facts to 
the accuser and to challenge the truth or accuracy of the 
witness’ version of the disputed events. A witness may be 

asked the same question more than once in crossexamination 
in order to test the witness. Therefore, a party has a duty to 
cross-examine on aspects that he or she disputes. The failure 
to crossexamine may have serious consequences in that it may 

be interpreted that the accused accepts the witness’ version as 
true. 

You cross-examine the witness of the other side to extract 
inaccuracies or what may be untruthful in the opponent’s 
testimony. Cross-examination also allows you to get from your 

opponent facts that are favourable to the accused worker. 

The law requires that you put your case to the other side. You 
cannot at the end put an argument about the evidence of the 
other side’s witness when you have not taken your case to 

him/her and provide him/her with the opportunity to respond. 
Always take your case to the other side. Here is an example: 

Q: So you say that Johanna was not next to the gate? 

A: Yes, she was not there. 

Q: Mr. Van der Merwe, I’m bringing Johanna onto this 

stand to testify that when Mr. Shikongo’s car was 
searched she was next to the gate. Do you still say that 
she was not there? 

A: She was not. 

Q: Mr. Van der Merwe, I have another witness that will 
testify that at the time of the security check you were in 
the cafeteria. Do you still say that you were at the scene 
of the incident that is a subject matter of this enquiry? 

A: Yes I do. 

Q: Mr van der Merwe, let me put it to you that you are 

being untruthful in this enquiry. 

A. That’s what you say. But Johanna was not next to the 
gate. 

Undermining your opponent’s case 

You can undermine your opponent’s case in various ways: 

• Discredit the other’s party witnesses 

• Ask questions about the relationship of the witness to 
the opponent. Not much weight is attached to evidence 
of friends or relatives. 
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• Point out inconsistency 

Inconsistency can be in: 

• what the witness says and a prior statement s/he made 

• strange behaviour. A witness who does not report seeing 
the accused pour acid into the machine when fully aware 

of the dangers of this. 

• evidence that is inconsistent with an objectively known 
fact. How can the other side’s witness claimed to have 
seen Cde Tangeni when the former was in the canteen. 
The canteen is out of sight of the gate. 

• between witnesses 

• between evidence being given and documents such as a 
letter, document or memo that management wrote. 

Show improbability 

No unbiased chairperson will believe that a witness who claims 
to have been pushed off a 100-metre scaffolding stood up after 
hitting the ground and went to report to management. Point out 
nervousness of the witness that you are crossexamining.  Here 
is an example: 

Q: Mr. van der Merwe, why are you taking so long to 
answer my simple question. Why do you scratch your 
head when I ask you that question. Why are you 

blushing? 

A: My scalp is itching. 

Q: Does your scalp itch when you are asked difficult questions? 
Why are you doing that now? 
A: My scalp is itching. 

Q: I want to put to you that you are doing all of this because 
your are being less than honest in this hearing. 

A: That’s what you think. I’m being truthful. 

Indicate unreliability 

Here is an example: 

Q: What was colour of the robot of the street you were travelling 
on? 

A: Green. 

Q: What was the colour of the robot that crosses the street 
you were travelling on? 

A: Red. 

Q: Was the robot on the other side working? 
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A: I’m not sure, but mine was working. 

Q: I’m asking you about the other robot? Was it working? 

A: Not sure. 

Q: Did you assume that it was red because yours was green? 

A: May be. 

Q: Can I say you don’t know? 

A: May be. 

The witness’ evidence that the robot in the other street 
was red, cannot be relied on. S/he does not know whether 
the robot was green or red. 

Re-examination 

Re-examination follows cross-examination and is conducted 
by the party who initially called the witness. The purpose of re-
examination is to clear up any point or misunderstanding 
which might have occurred during cross examination, to 
correct wrong impressions or false perceptions which might 

have been created in the course of cross-examination. To also 
give the witness a fair opportunity to explain answers given by 
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him or her under cross-examination which if not explained may 
create a wrong impression or be used to arrive at wrong 
conclusions. Again this is not an opportunity to introduce new 
evidence.
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CHAPTER 9 

Handling Grievances 

A grievance is any feeling of unhappiness at work caused by 
the employer, a manager or a colleague.  This can be the 
result of any of the following: 

• Violation of the contract 

• Violation of collective agreements 

• Lack of respect 

• Unilateral change of conditions of employment by the employer 

• Violation of fair and equal treatment 

• Violation of national laws 

• Violation of personnel rules or other company policies 

• Discrimination etc. 

A grievance is a formal statement of complaint, generally (but not 
always) against somebody in a higher position. 

Most companies have their own grievance procedures which 
show the steps to be taken.  In case that there is no grievance 
procedure, then  a grievance is a written, formal complaint 
against the employer or a superior or colleague, usually filed 
by a union shop steward on behalf of a member. 

If the grievance cannot be resolved through the grievance 
procedure or though negotiations between the union and 
management, the case can be referred to the Office of the 
Labour Commissioner for arbitration.   

Normally, grievance procedures have strict time lines to 
ensure that grievances are solved quickly. Shop stewards 
have an important role to play in advising members how to 
launch a grievance and also in making sure that the grievance 
is resolved. 

Components of a grievance 

A grievance normally has 3 sections: 
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1. Statement of Issue 

What happened? Be as simple, clear and concise as 
possible. Include the minimum of facts and no argument. 

2. Specific Violation 

Indicate which right was violated, for example in your 
contract or in a collective agreement between the company 
and MANWU. 

3. Remedy 

Indicate what you expect to be done about your grievance. 

As a general rule, only ask for what is part of your rights. 

Handling grievances can be a tricky issue because members 
can be emotional and the shop steward has to stay cool 
headed to advice and assist members.  When approached by 
a member with a grievance, the following might help: 

Find a private area to talk where you are not disturbed. 

Let the aggrieved member “vent” his/her anger for a few 
minutes if necessary and let the aggrieved get through her/his 
story without interruption. 

Don’t assume that you have received enough information from 
the aggrieved to make a decision about the grievance. Look 
for possible witnesses and speak to them too. However, 
always let the aggrieved worker know that youa re speaking 
with other people as well. 

Explain the grievance process to the member and tell the 
member that you will also do your own investigation so that 
you can advice the member properly. 

Principles of Grievance Writing 

Use Planning Techniques 

• Define your issues; identify what you want and how to get it. 
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Limit Statements to the Basic Facts 

• The purpose of the written grievance is to trigger the 
formal stages of the grievance process and notify the 
employer of the basic facts, alleged violation, and 
requested remedy. 

Use Short, Positive Statements and Simple Descriptive Words to 
Write the Grievance 

• Longer sentences are harder to understand and 
sometimes can be misinterpreted. They take more time 
and skill to write well. Stick to short, clear sentences. 

Be Careful When Stating Specifics 

• When stating specific facts, use terms like “on or about 
February 14th” if you are not absolutely sure. This 
protects the grievance from being invalid due to a 
technical error. 

• State the union’s position strongly and positively but 
without personal attacks on management. 

State a Full, Possible Remedy 

• Shop stewards must advice their members what they 
can realistically ask as a remedy.  This should be in line 
with the laws and company policies as well as what the 
member and the union consider as just. 

Grievance Timelines Are Important… 

• Grievance timelines are given in most procedures and it 
is important that you follow these timelines in order to 
assure your grievance will be properly filed. However if 
you or the employer can agree, and need more time then 
a timeline extension can be signed. 

An example of a company grievance 
procedure 
(negotiated by MANWU shop stewards in Walvis Bay) 

1. Grievance Procedure 

A channel providing for an opportunity of communication 
that effectively identifies problem areas within the 
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workplace. The main objective of the policy is to prevent and 
resolve conflict in the workplace, to protect the interests of 
management and employees.   

1.1 Scope of Policy 
This policy applies to all employees who are employed 
within the service of the company. 

Definitions: 

‘Grievance’ means : 

 any cause of dissatisfaction or feeling of injustice on the part 
of an employee or group of employees arising out of the 
work situation, or the application of conditions of 
employment other than any matters that arise out of the 
application of the disciplinary procedures. 

 any dissatisfaction or feeling injustice that has been 
experienced by a worker or group of workers and has been 
brought under the attention of the employer other than 
matters that arise out of the application of disciplinary 
procedures. 

1.2 Guiding Principles 

 The Grievance Policy defines a series of procedural steps 
which have to be adhered to by all relevant parties in order 
to bring the grievance to a speedy and appropriate 
conclusion. 

 It is important to adhere to the specific procedure(s) as it 
may lead on to further complications in the employer-
employee relationship. 

 The parties should agree that it is in their mutual interest to 
observe a grievance procedure by which issues arising 
between them can be resolved. 

 The aim is to enable employees to have their grievances 
resolved fairly, quickly and at the earliest stage. It should be 

Activity 15 In pairs, have a look at the grievance procedure below.  Do you  
agree with it?  Which changes would you like to make? 

The answers are then discussed in plenary. 
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the intention of both parties to resolve grievances as soon 
as possible and within set time limits.  

 All grievances can be submitted without prejudice and fear 
of victimisation.  

1.3 Roles and Responsibilities 
 Employer:   
 Management has the responsibility to ensure that all employees 

are informed and aware of the Company’s Grievance Procedure.  
 Encourage the employee to express his/ her grievance freely 

and openly. 

 Clarify the grievance with the employee and or group employees 
and distinguish fact from opinion. 

 Note the relevant facts relating to the grievances and ask the 
employee and or group of employees what settlement is desired.   

 Verify facts from witnesses and other people who may be able to 
contribute, obtain assistance from other members of 
management if necessary. 

 Seek acceptance of the decision to resolve the grievance from 
the employee and or group of employees in writing. 

 Monitor adherence to the grievance procedure.   

 The administration of these procedures remains the 

responsibility of management.  

 Employee: 
 All employees must ensure that they are familiar with the 

Grievance Procedures. 

 Employees have the right to be accompanied by a 
representative of their choice from within the company at 
any stage.  

 Employees have the right to their grievances considered 
fairly, quickly and at the earliest stage. 

 Employees and their representatives are free to submit a 
grievance without prejudice whatsoever regarding 
employment conditions and without fear of victimisation. 

Representatives: 
 Investigate, together with the employee, his/ her grievance to 

ensure that all the circumstances and the facts relating to 
the grievance are accurate and assist the employee to 
prepare a reasonable case for presentation to management. 

 Representatives must encourage the employee to express 
his/ her grievance freely and openly. 
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1.4 The Grievance Procedure will be implemented as 
follows: 

Step 1   
 The employee(s) must discuss informally his grievance with 

his/her supervisor.  

 The Supervisor must endeavor to solve the problem within 
two (2) working days and inform the employee(s) of the 
outcome. 

Step 2   
 The employee(s) completes the prescribed grievance form 

with relevant details and submits to the supervisor. The 
foreman submits to the next level – Line manager.   

 The line manager schedules a grievance enquiry within two  

(2) working days.  

Step 3  
Grievance Enquiry 

 The matter is referred to the line manager with relevant 

information. 

 The line manager convenes a formal grievance hearing and 
attempts to resolve the matter within a period of five (5) 
working days.   

Step 4  
Second level of grievance 

 Employee(s) is not satisfied with outcome of grievance 
enquiry and refers the unresolved grievance to the 
departmental head. The departmental head must solve the 
problem within five (5) working days and inform the 
employee(s) of the outcome. 

 Departmental head convenes enquiry and attempts to 
resolve the grievance by providing a final outcome. 

 Central record will be kept by the HR department 

Step 5 

Dispute  procedure  as  per  the  Recognition/Collective 
Agreement or the Labour Act 11 of 2007 (referral to the Labour 
Commissioner). 
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1.5  Formal Group Grievance 

If a grievance affects a group of employees then a spokes 
person(s) for the group should be elected. The spokes 
person(s) may be accompanied (if he/she so wishes) by a 
delegation of not more than three (3) of the employees 

affected.

Proceed to Step 2 as in the case of an individual grievance. 
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Grievance mechanism 

 

CHAPTER 10 

Cause for grievance arises  

Employee discusses informally  
with immediate line manager  

Supervisor/manager provides  
responses or action steps  

Concluded  

Yes,                 
employee satisfied   

No  

Formal grievance form completed  
& submitted to immediate line  
manager  

Line manager holds grievance  
enquiry attempts to resolve issue.   

Discussion between manager  
& the employee [response &  
action] 

Concluded  

Yes                           
employee satisfied  

No  

Complete submission to next level of  
management  

Enquiry held. Decision given   

Concluded  

Yes.                 
Employee satisfied  

No. Dispute will be  
taken further in  
accordance with the  
Labour Act  

To be filed central register  
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Handling negotiations with management 

Collective bargaining is without doubt one of the most 
important activities of any trade union. Members will judge the 
usefulness of their union to a large extent by how well it can 
represent its members in negotiations with management. 

The Namibian Labour Act states that any union which 
represent the majority in the bargaining unit must be 
recognised as the exclusive bargaining agent by the 
employer.  In case that the employer refuses to recognise the 
union, it can send the matter to the Office of the Labour 
Commissioner for arbitration. 

In case that no union represents the majority, unions can also 
work together and receive a joint recognition agreement which 
means that the unions will jointly negotiate conditions of 
employment for the workers in the bargaining unit. 

Once a trade union is recognised as the majority 
representative in the workplace it becomes the ‘exclusive 
bargaining agent”. This means that it has the right to enter into 
talks with the employer geared towards the improvement of 
wages, salaries and or any other condition of employment 
such as pension benefits, medical aid, etc. Both parties must 
negotiate in good faith and try to reach an agreement.  In the 
event that the two parties cannot reach an agreement other 
options are open to the parties such as strikes and lock- outs 
as discussed in chapter 12. 

Collective bargaining consists of various activities such as: 

• Collecting demands or issues for negotiations 

• Submitting demands to management 

• Preparing for actual negotiations 

• Conducting negotiations 

• Declaring a dispute of Interest in case of deadlock 

The importance of mandate 

A shop steward must consult with and get a mandate from the 
members before he/she enter into talks with the employer. The 
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shop steward should not enter into any agreement with the 
employer unless he/she has the backing and approval of the 
members for such an agreement to be signed. When the shop 
steward signs an agreement without the input and approval of 
the members, he/she runs the risk that the members may 
reject such a deal and this can be dangerous to both the shop 
steward personally and the union.  Such situations must be 
avoided at all costs. 

Bargaining Strategies 

Bargaining strategies raise the issue of how best trade unions 
can achieve their objectives though collective bargaining.  
There is not one strategy that will work in all negotiations.  
Instead, unions have to use different strategies for different 
employers or under different circumstances.  Employers that 
are arrogant or dismissive of trade unions might have to be 
confronted head-on for the union to be respected as a 
negotiation partner. On the other hand, employers who are 
already open to unions and willing to find solutions would need 
to be convinced by the union negotiators.  Thus collective 
bargaining requires different skills in different circumstances. 

Historically, trade unions emerged out of conflictual situations 
as the interests of workers and employers were and often still 
are totally opposed.  Thus negotiations were often about 
power to force the other side to accept demands.  In such 
cases, strikes (or the threat to strike) are often the only 
weapons available to workers.  At some workplaces, however, 
the situation has changed and most unions now reach 
agreement with employers without going on strike.  In this 
chapter, we will look at some bargaining strategies that aim to 
convince employers about union demands.   

The following exercises and handouts are taken from the ILO Manual 
of 2003: Joint Union/Management negotiations Skills. 

Turin, Italy: ILO.

Activity 16 
In plenary, discuss the challenges that you experienced  
during past negotiations with management. 
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1   
  

HANDOUT 2: DISTINGUISHING  

POSITIONS FROM NEEDS  

Being able to distinguish positions from needs can be important for  
successful negotiations.  Sometimes unions will have to state their demands  
loud and clearly to push reluctant employers but in other cases it might be a  
better strategy to convince the employer about the needs of workers.  This  
activity will help to understand the difference between a position and a need.  

A  POSITION  is how the party states the conflict should be resolved i.e. a  
demand or an ultimatum for a particular solution.   

A    NEED is the concern or essential underlying need that motivated the party  
to choose the particular solution or position.  

  

Indicate which of the following paired statements are positions, and  
which are needs.  

PAIR ONE:-  

A.  We will not negotiate wages until a recognition agreement is in place.  

B.  We are concerned that the negotiation procedures, which guide our  
bargaining, should be agreed before we start bargaining.  

  

PAIR TWO:-  

A.   I refuse to work flexible shifts.  

B.   I need to spend more time with my family.  

  

PAIR THREE:-  

A.   We are facing serious financial difficulties.  

B.   We will not give in to your demand.  
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  2 
  

CHARACTERISTICS AND TYPICAL  
LANUGUAGE OF POSITIONAL AND NEEDS  

BASED STATEMENTS  
    

  

CHARACTERISTICS   

  

POSITION STATEMENTS   

∗   are solutions to the problem   

∗   limit discussion   

∗   seek a quick answer  

∗   end discussion  

∗   are a basis for argument  

∗   are specific, definite, absolute  

∗   require justification  

∗   are hard to hear  

∗   discourage information sharing  

∗   encourage threats and the use of  
power  

  

NEEDS STATEMENTS   

∗   are not solutions  

∗   encourage discussion   

∗   encourage creative solutions  

∗   start discussion  

∗   are a basis for dialogue  

∗   are open and flexible  

∗   require explanation   

∗   are easier to hear  

∗   encourage information sharing  

∗   are not accompanied by threats or  
the use of power  

  

  

  

TYPICAL LANGUAGE  
  

POSITION STATEMENTS  

∗   We demand ...  

∗   We insist ...  

∗   We can't live with/without ...  

∗   You must give ...  

∗   We are entitled to ...  

  

NEEDS STATEMENTS  

∗   We need ...  

∗   We favour ...  

∗   We prefer ...  

∗   Please understand...  

∗   Let me tell you why ...  
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Activity 17 Reframing 

Individually, and then in pairs, read the following positional  
statements and suggest how you reframe the statements to  
surface a real underlying need: 

A.  We demand a training allowance. 

B.   

A.  We refuse to allow a company representative to chair  
  this meeting. 

B.  

A.  We want a lawyer to represent us in the disciplinary  
  inquiry. 

B.  

A.  I refuse to negotiate with a Union official who wears  
  mirror sunglasses. 

B.  

A.  We refuse to allow sub-contracting. 

B.  

Activity 18 Identifying the behaviour of effective negotiators 

In pairs, list the characteristics and skills or a good negotiator. 

The answers are then presented in plenary, noted on a flipchart  
and discussed. 
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The relevance of the inflation rate for collective 
bargaining 

Inflation is the general increase in prices. All price increases 
such as increases in the prices of food stuff, petrol price 
increase with the effect on taxi price increases all contribute to 
inflation.  The rate of inflation for each month or for the year 
can be obtained easily from the Namibia Statistics Agency. 

It is crucial that wage increases are always above the inflation 
rate – otherwise union members will effectively get poorer as 
they will be able to buy less with their wages. Union 
negotiators must make sure that they use the latest figures on 
the inflation rate as a minimum for a salary increase. In other 
words, if the latest inflation rate is 5.8. % then the negotiators 
cannot accept any salary increase below this figure – the 
salary increase must be above the 5.8% figure since inflation 
eats into the purchasing power of the workers. 

Other issues to include in collective bargaining 

Union members tasked with collective bargaining have mostly 
concentrated on wages negotiations only. However, collective 
bargaining can be more effective if trade unions also focus on 
the following aspects: 

 Benefits such as medical aid and pension fund benefits, 

Training and education of workers, 

 Reducing the wage gap by getting better salary 

increases for the lowly paid workers,  Taking care of 

the specific needs of women workers, 

 Caring for HIV positive employees and tips on positive 

living, and  Profit sharing arrangements. 
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CHAPTER 11 Coordinated 
Collective Bargaining Campaigns 
Based on a presentation by Hlokosa Motau, NUMSA 

Levels of Bargaining 

Collective bargaining can take place at different levels: 

• Workplance/branch  level: This means that bargaining 
covers only one specific workplace, for example the 
Tsumeb branch of a hardware shop. 

• Company level: This means that all branches and outlets 
of a company are covered by bargaining. 

• Sectoral or Industry level: This means that all companies 
in a particular industry are covered, for example all 
companies in the construction industry. 

• National level: This means that bargaining covers all 
companies in the country.  

Workplace/branch and  company level bargaining 

Advantages 
• Workers are directly involved in formulation of demands and can control the 

process of negotiations directly 

• The negotiations in most of the time take place in the company premises 

• Negotiators can interact with workers directly and easily 

• The union can easily target rich companies and set precedent for the rest of 
the industry 

• Workers can be mobilized easily 

Disadvantages 
• Promote factory tribalism (workers are only interested in their own factory and 

not in those of other workers). 

Activity 19 In plenary, discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each  
level of bargaining. 
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• Less inter-company solidarity 

• During strikes – companies or plant can lose business to competitors partially 
or forever 

• Promote heroism 

• Contribute to uneven development in terms of raising wages and conditions of 
employment 

• Companies can relocate to less organized regions 

• Plant or company demands that the union must employ a lot of organisers 
who can negotiate from one factory to another 

• Plant and company level bargaining consumes too much time  

Sectoral or Industry level bargaining 

Advantages 
• Union is able to raise the standard of living across the country 

• Protect the weaker organized regions and  small companies 
from receiving low increases  

• Union can mobilise its resources to execute this bargaining 

• Does not demand a lot of union person power 

• Build solidarity across the entire sector and across the 

country 

• Union can address policy issues affecting the entire industry 
• Union can counter the power of capital 

Disadvantages 
• Can be bureaucratic and sometimes undemocratic if not 

handled well 

• There is a danger of top down approach 

• Maybe difficult in mobilizing members 
• Rich companies can hide behind poor performing companies  

• There is danger of less involvement of members 

Coordinated Collective Bargaining Campaign 

This is a new idea in Namibia and has not been implemented in 
the past. Collective bargaining campaigns can help to achieve 
common goals for all MANWU members. 

Objectives: 
• Similar demands 
• Common settlement 
• Common strike 
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Formulation and collection of similar demands 

1. All factories or workplaces hold general meetings to discuss the 
demands that could be tabled to the employers in 2014.  Sometimes 
the union gives a guideline at Head Office level so that the workers 
should not only focus on monetary demands:  

• Period of agreement 
• Scope of agreement 
• Monetary demands 
• Equal pay, equal job. 
• Parental or women demands 
• Job security issues, retrenchments or labour hire issues 
• Organisational rights  
• Methods of bargaining, e.g. demands for centralized 

bargaining 

2. Branch Committees – where shop stewards from all companies meet 
to discuss the demands coming from companies. 

3. Branch Committee then decide on uniform demands that must be 
presented to the Regional Executive Committee. 

4. Shopstewards then go to back to the plants and inform workers on 
the decision of the Branch Committee but they must still wait for the 
Regional Executive Committee decision and the National Bargaining 
Conference and NEC. 

5. The Regional Executive Committee meet to discuss the Branch 
Executive Committee’ decisions and take a regional position 

6. The Branch Executive Committee will inform the Branch  
Committee of the decisions of the Regional Executive Committee 
which will be pass on to the members on the shop floor. 

7. The union will convene the National Bargaining Conference or NEC 
to consider recommendations from all regions and take a final 
decision. If the National Bargaining Conference take place then the 
NEC must meet to endorse the decisions as a constitutional 
structure. 

8. The decisions of the NEC must be communicated to everybody 
including  workers on the shop floor. Communication is sent out. 

9. The demands are therefore compulsory for all sectors and 
companies 
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10. Branch Committees meet to get reports of the NEC and the 
National Bargaining Conference and the next morning inform 
members of the demands of 2014. 

11. Branch Organisers then submit demands to employers in their 
own including company or plant specific demands which are few 

12. The Head Office or NEC decide on settlement figure and 
conditions which will apply to all companies and sectors. 

13. All companies must settle on the same wages and conditions or 
go on strike.  

14. Exemptions from strike or settlement must be given by the 
Branch Committees and the NEC if some companies face particular 
difficulties. 

15. No branch organisers or  shop stewards’ committee is allowed to 
settle on less conditions. 

16. No agreements should be signed without the approval of the 
Head Office 

17. Decision to strike must be made by workers themselves and 
approved by constitutional structures or NEC. 

18. All agreements must be sent to Head Office and filed to prevent 
secret agreements. 

19. National settlements will over-ride decisions of the regions or 
particular companies 

CHAPTER 12 Handling protected 

and unprotected strikes 

There are many steps that a trade unions needs to follow 
before workers  can go on a protected strike.  The steps to be 
followed can be summarised as follows: 

The union needs to be recognised as exclusive bargaining 

agent by the employer 

The union needs to negotiate over members’ interests with the 
employer in “good faith” 
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In case that no agreement can be reached, the union needs to 
declare a deadlock and  notify the employer and the Office of 
the Labour Commissioner 

The Labour Commissioner then appoints a conciliator who has 
30 days to reach an agreement between the union and the 
employer. 

If no agreement can be reached, the conciliator needs to write 
a notification to state that. 

The union now can hold a strike ballot amongst its members 

and give 48 hours notice of its intention to strike to the 
employer and to the Labour Commissioner.  The rules for the 
strike also need to be agreed on or they can be set out by the 
conciliator. 

Thereafter workers can go on a protected strike. 
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Activity 20 In pairs look at the strike cases provided on cards and decide  
which strikes are protected and which ones are not. 

Read Chapter 7 of the Labour Act that deals with strikes  
and lock outs.  Sort the cards given to you into two piles:  
protected and unprotected strikes and lockouts.   

The answers are then discussed in plenary. 
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WORKSHEET 5: Protected and  

unprotected strikes and lock outs  
  
  
A   
A trade union has complied with all of the provisions  
of section 72 and has issued a notice to the Labour  
Commissioner and the employer in the prescribed  
form, that it intends to strike.  The union is in the  
retail sector and the dispute giving rise to the strike  
is a dispute over wages and conditions of  
employment for the coming year.  The conciliator  
has determined rules for the conduct of the strike.    
  
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?    

   
  

B.   
Employees in the hospital in Windhoek are in  
dispute with their employer over wages and  
conditions of employment for the coming year.   
They declare a dispute with the Labour  
Commissioner and after conciliation has failed to  
resolve the dispute, give 48 hours notice of their  
intention to strike.   
   
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?   

  

C.   
Employees in the fishing sector in Namibia are about  
to embark on a strike.  Their dispute concerns  
shorter working hours and there is currently no  
agreement in place covering this issue.  After  
referring the dispute for conciliation and failing  
agreement, issuing a written notice of 48 hours, they  
embark on a strike which conforms to the rules  
regarding the conduct of the strike which have been  
agreed between the parties.    
  
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?    

   
  

D   
In the agricultural sector, the employers organisation  
is refusing to recognize a trade union which has a  
majority of members in the sector.  The union  
follows the procedures in the Act, and when these  
fail to produce an agreement, issues notice of a  
strike.    
  
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?     
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E   
A trade union and an employer in the diamond  
industry are in deadlock over a new retrenchment  
procedure for the company.  The union has declared  
a dispute and conciliation has failed to settle the  
issue.  Union members go out on strike immediately  
when they hear that the conciliation was  
unsuccessful.   
  
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?    

-     

F   
In the bank of Namibia a manager has been charged  
with sexual harassment and acquitted on the  
grounds of insufficient evidence.  Workers stop work  
when they hear that the manager was acquitted.    
  
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?   

-     

G   
The Telecommunication Workers’ Union and  
Telecom Namibia have an agreement that they will  
refer all disputes regarding new collective  
agreements to arbitration.  When conciliation fails to  
resolve a dispute about a new job grading collective  
agreement, the company issues notice of a lock out  
in terms of the Act    
  
Is this lock out protected? Why do you say so?    

  

H   
An employer and a recognised trade union in the  
textile sector cannot reach agreement on a new  
bonus system for employees.  The employer  
declares a dispute and refers the dispute to the  
Labour Commissioner.  After conciliation fails and  
the conciliator has set rules for the conduct of the  
lock out, the employer gives 48 hours written notice  
of its intention to lock workers out.    
  
Is this lock out protected? Why do you say so?   
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HANDOUT 3: Suggested Features  
And Consequences Of A Protected  

Strike  

  

1. Features of protected strikes as revealed by the example:  

 a protected strike concerns a dispute of interest between 
the parties which gives rise to the strike (note that essential 
services may not strike but disputes are referred to 
compulsory arbitration)    

 the Labour Commissioner must attempt to conciliate the 
dispute within 30 days of receiving it (note that this period 
may be shortened (if the respondent does not attend the 
conciliation), or extended (if the applicant does not attend the 
conciliation))  

 if the dispute is not resolved at conciliation, the conciliator 
must issue a report indicating that the dispute remains 
unresolved. In addition, the conciliator should try and reach 
agreement on rules to regulate the conduct of the strike and 
any pickets   

 at least 48 hours notice must be given to the employer 
before the strike begins, indicating the date and time of the 
strike  

 the 30 day conciliation period must have expired unless the 
period has been shortened  

 the strike may only take place if the employees are not 
bound by a collective agreement which prohibits striking over 
the issue  

  

2. Dismissal of workers participating in a protected strike.  

The Labour Act states that it is not fair to dismiss employees 

engaged in a protected strike. However there are instances in 

which an employer could dismiss striking workers, namely:  

 for acts of misconduct related to the strike e.g. damage to 
property or assault during the strike  
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HANDOUT 4: The Dispute  

Resolution System in Namibia  

  

  

DISPUTES OF INTEREST  

 
   

Conciliation  

Arbitration   
   

Strike/Lock-out  Essential services (S77(1))  
By agreement between the parties 

  
S74(1)(a)  

DISPUTES OF RIGHT  

 
   

Conciliation  

  

Arbitration  

Arbitration  


 

By agreement between the parties  

 

Fundamental rights and protections (S7)  

 

Basic conditions of employment (S38)  

 

Health and safety (S47)  

 

Unfair Labour Practice (S51)  

 

Collective agreements (S73)  

Discrimination disputes (S7)  

Organisational rights (S69)  
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ANNEX: ANSWERS FOR WORKSHEETS 

ANNEX 1: Answers to the exercise on the fundamental 

rights and protections (WORKSHEET 1)  
  Scenario  
1. The owner of a supermarket allows his 

thirteen-year old daughter to work in the 
supermarket during the school holidays.    
  
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? 
Why do you say so? (quote the 
relevant section(s) of Chapter 2)  

2. A farmer employs children of fifteen 
years to pick grapes at night during the 
picking season.  The picking shift  
normally lasts from 18h00 to 24h00    
  
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? 
Why do you say so? (quote the 
relevant section(s) of Chapter 2)  
  

3. A building contractor employs 
fifteenyear old boys to paint the roofs of 
new houses.  The Minster has not 
published any regulations regarding the 
employment of children.   
  
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? 
Why do you say so? (quote the 
relevant section(s) of Chapter 2)  
  

4. A farmer employs prison labour to work 
his fields during the harvest.  The 
prisoners have no choice about working 
for the farmer and they are not 
compelled to do the work in terms of an 
order of Court.   
  
Is this permitted in terms of the Act? 
Why do you say so? (quote the  
relevant section(s) of Chapter 2)  
  

  
Response  

This is not permitted in terms of the Act 
Section 3(1) of Chapter 2 indicates that 
an employer may not permit an 
employee to work in any circumstances 
prohibited in the chapter and section 
3(2) indicates that an employer may not 
employ a child under the age of 
fourteen.  
  
This is not permitted in terms of the Act 
Section 3(3)(c) indicates that an 
employer must not employ a child 
between fourteen and sixteen years 
between the hours of 20h00 and 
07h00.  

This is not permitted in terms of the Act 
Section 3(d)(ii) indicates that children 
between the ages of fourteen and 
sixteen may not be employed on any 
premises where construction takes 
place, unless the Minister has made 
regulations permitting this.  

This is not permitted in terms of the Act 
Section 4(1) prohibits forced labour.  
Although the constitution (article 9) 
excludes prisoners from forced labour, 
such labour must be as a result of a 
court order  
  Scenario  

5. Prison officials force prisoners to 
clean their cells even though 
this is not in terms of an order of 
Court.    
  
Is this permitted in terms of 
the Act? Why do you say so? 
(quote the relevant section(s) 
of Chapter 2)  
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6. A person applies for a job.  In the 
employment interview, she tells her 
prospective employer that she has 
four young children.  The employer 
decides not to offer her the job (even 
though she meets the requirements), 
because the job involved traveling 
and the employer believes that she 
will not be able to travel because of 
her children.   
  
Is this permitted in terms of the 
Act? Why do you say so? (quote 
the relevant section(s) of Chapter 2)  
  

7. A black employee and a white 
employee both apply for the same 
promotion within a 
telecommunications company.  Both 
meet the minimum criteria for the job 
although the white person has slightly 
more experience.  The employer 
promotes the black employee 
because no black employees are 
employed at that level in the 
organization and the affirmative action 
plan of the employer indicates that 
black employees are under-
represented at that level.   
  
Is this permitted in terms of the 
Act? Why do you say so? (quote 
the relevant section(s) of Chapter 2) 
Response  

This is permitted in terms of the Act 
Section 4(2) indicates that forced labour 
does not include any labour described in 
article 9(3)(a) to (e) of the constitution.  
Forced labour by prisoners which is 
necessary for hygiene is described in this 
article  
(9(3)(b))  
  
This is not permitted in terms of the Act. 
Section 5(2)(b) indicates that an 
employer may not discriminate against 
an employee on the basis of family 
responsibility.  Section 5(1)(b)(dd) 
indicates that an “employment practice” 
includes appointment to a job.  

This is permitted in terms of the Act. 
Section 5(4)(a) indicates that it is not 
unfair discrimination to take affirmative 
action measures to redress imbalances 
of the past. Section 5(6)(a)(i) indicates 
that affirmative action measures in such 
circumstances are a complete defence 
for an employer against allegations of 
unfair discrimination.  
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  Scenario  Response  
8 .  An employee refers an unfair labour  

practice to the Labour Commissioner.   
The employer refuses to promote the  
employee as a result of this dispute.    
  
Is this permitted in terms of the Act?  
Why do you say so? (quote the  
relevant section(s) of Chapter 2)   

This is not permitted in terms of the  
Act. Section 6(1)(a) indicates that an  
employee may not be discriminated  
against for exercising a right in terms  
of the Act.  Since the Act entitles an  
employee to refer an alleged unfair  

to  practice  labour  Labour  the  
Commissioner, the employer may not  
discriminate against the employee for  
doing so   
  

9 .  An airline is recruiting pilots and  
discriminates against applicants who  
do not have pilots licenses.    
  
Is this permitted in terms of the Act?  
Why do you say so? (quote the  
relevant section(s) of Chapter 2)  
  

This is permitted in terms of the Act  
indicates  that  an    Section  5(4)(c) 

employer may discriminate on the  
basis of the inherent requirements of  
the job.  
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ANNEX 2: Answers to the excercise on hours of work  

( WORKSHEET 2)  

  
1 .  What are the maximum hours of work for emergency services workers?  

60  Hours   
  

2 .  What are the maximum daily and weekly hours of overtime?  
3  hours a day, 10 hours a week   
  

3 .  What are the ordinary weekly maximum hours of work?  
 hours  45 

   
4 .  What is the rate of overtime pay for Sundays and public holidays?  

Two times the employee’s basic wage   
  

5 .  By how many minutes may an employer increase ordinary hours of work to enable an  
employee to continue serving the public?  
15  minutes a day but not more than 60 minutes a week   
  

6 .  What is the rate of overtime pay for ordinary hours of overtime?  
One and a half times the employee’s basic wage   
  

7 .  How long should a meal break be after five hours of continuous work?  
One hour, unless the employee has agreed to 30 minutes and the employer has notified  
the Permanent Secretary of this agreement in writing   
  

8 .  Which employees are not covered by the provisions for meal intervals?  
Employees engaged in urgent work, guards, employees engaged in continuous shifts   
  

9 .  What additional remuneration are employees who work night shift entitled to?  
Six percent of the employee’s hourly rate for each hour of work, excluding overtime which  
is worked between 20h00 and 07h00   
  

.  10 What are the provisions for pregnant employees working night work?  
They should not be required or permitted to perform any work between 20h00 and 07h00  
eight weeks before or after the expected date of confinement   
  

11 .  What are the weekly and daily rest periods?  
36  hours and 12 hours   
  

12 .  Which employees are permitted to work on Sundays?  
Employees who perform urgent work, employees who work in shops, hotels, boarding  
houses or hostels which lawfully operate on a public holiday, domestic workers in private  
households, employees in health and social welfare care and residential facilities, including  
hospitals, hospices, orphanages and old age homes.    
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ANNEX 5: Answers to the exercise on protected and  
unprotected strikes and lock outs (WORKSHEET 5)  
  
Protected strikes and lock outs  
A   
A trade union has complied with all of the  
provisions of section 72 and has issued a  
notice to the Labour Commissioner and the  
employer in the prescribed form, that it intends  
to strike.  The union is in the retail sector and  
the dispute giving rise to the strike is a dispute  
over wages and conditions of employment for  
the coming year.  The conciliator has  
determined rules for the conduct of the strike.    
  
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?    

 Yes, this strike is protected:   
-  the procedural requirements have been  
followed, - the issue giving rise to the  
strike is a matter of mutual interest, and -  
the sector is not an essential service  

C.   
Employees in the fishing sector in Namibia are  
about to embark on a strike.  Their dispute  
concerns shorter working hours and there is  
currently no agreement in place covering this  
issue.  After referring the dispute for conciliation  
and failing agreement, issuing a written notice  
of 48 hours, they embark on a strike which  
conforms to the rules regarding the conduct of  
the strike which have been agreed between the  
parties.    
  
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?    

 Yes, this strike is protected:   
 the procedural requirements have been  - 

followed, - the issue giving rise to the  
strike is a matter of mutual interest, and -  
the sector is not an essential service  

H   
An employer and a recognised trade union in  
the textile sector cannot reach agreement on a  
new bonus system for employees.  The  
employer declares a dispute and refers the  
dispute to the Labour Commissioner.  After  
conciliation fails and the conciliator has set  
rules for the conduct of the lock out, the  
employer gives 48 hours written notice of its  
intention to lock workers out.    
  
Is this lock out protected? Why do you say  
so?    

 Yes, this lock out is protected:   
-   the procedural requirements  

have been followed, - the issue  
giving rise to the lock out is a  
matter of mutual interest, and      

-   -   the sector is not an essential     
service  
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Unprotected strikes and lock outs  
B.   
Employees in the hospital in Windhoek are in  
dispute with their employer over wages and  
conditions of employment for the coming year.   
They declare a dispute with the Labour  
Commissioner and after conciliation has failed  
to resolve the dispute, give 48 hours notice of  
their intention to strike.    
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?    

 No, the strike is not protected:   
 employees are employed in an essential  - 

service   

D   
In the agricultural sector, the employers  
organisation is refusing to recognize a trade  
union which has a majority of members in the  
sector.  The union follows the procedures in the  
Act, and when these fail to produce an  
agreement, issues notice of a strike.    
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?     

 No, the strike is not protected:   
-  the issue in dispute is an issue which  
one party has the right to refer to  
arbitration in terms of the Act   

E   
A trade union and an employer in the diamond  
industry are in deadlock over a new  
retrenchment procedure for the company.  The  
union has declared a dispute and conciliation  
has failed to settle the issue.  Union members  
go out on strike immediately when they hear  
that the conciliation was unsuccessful.   
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?    

 No, the strike is not protected:   
-   no written notice of the strike  

has been given, and   
-   no rules for the conduct of the  

strike have been agreed or  
determined by the conciliator  

F   
In the bank of Namibia a manager has been  
charged with sexual harassment and acquitted  
on the grounds of insufficient evidence.   
Workers stop work when they hear that the  
manager was acquitted.    
Is this strike protected? Why do you say so?   

 No, the strike is not protected:   
-   the issue in dispute is an issue  

which one party has the right  
to refer to arbitration in terms  
of the Act, and   

-   no procedures have been  
followed   

G   
The Telecommunication Workers’ Union and  
Telecom Namibia have an agreement that they  
will refer all disputes regarding new collective  
agreements to arbitration.  When conciliation  
fails to resolve a dispute about a new job  
grading collective agreement, the company  
issues notice of a lock out in terms of the Act    
Is this lock out protected? Why do you say  
so?    

 No, the lock out is not protected:   
-  there is an agreement to refer such  
disputes to arbitration   
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